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Shed meeting on flooding at Cattle and Frances creeks 
 

Landholders concerned about the build-up of debris and sand in Frances and Cattle creeks 
are invited to attend a shed meeting near Toobanna on Monday 16 July 2012. 
 
The Department of Natural Resources and Mines (DNRM) will be co-hosting the meeting 
with Canegrowers Herbert River to discuss landholders’ concerns and provide advice on 
reducing localised flooding in the vicinity of the Cattle Creek wetlands and the junction of 
Frances and Cattle creeks. 
 
Minister for Natural Resources and Mines Andrew Cripps said officers from his department 
were working in partnership with local landholders, Council, River Improvement Trust and 
other agencies to identify options to fix the flooding problem.    
 
“Officers have inspected the waterways where flooding is an ongoing problem and will be 
presenting information at this meeting on the types of activities that can be undertaken and 
the necessary approvals and permits,” Mr Cripps said.  
 
“This shed meeting will answer a lot of the questions landholders have raised with the 
department.  It is part of my ongoing commitment to address flooding concerns associated 
with Cattle and Frances Creek, and with my department. 
 
“Topics that will be covered include the potential for sand to be removed from Frances Creek 
as a commercial venture and the process to change the boundaries of the area in which the 
Lower Herbert Water Management Authority operates,” he said. 
 
The date and time for the shed meeting is: 

• Charlie Barbagallo’s shed, Pinnacle Hill Road, (Lychee Farm turnoff), south of 
Toobanna, Monday 16July at 11am. 

 
“Public feedback at this meeting is important and encouraged so my department can fully 
address all issues,” Mr Cripps said.  
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